THE NEW HARVEST: GENETICALLY ENGINEERED SPECIES
Modern molecular biology is both dynamic and demanding. Today's researcher must manage an enormous number of different genomes and enzymes, as well as other biomolecules.

Complex protocols can take weeks to perform. Careful attention to thousands of details is essential. Enzymes, nucleotides and other agents must be free of contamination.

At Pharmacia LKB, we're committed to taking the risk out of molecular biology. We do this by providing automated procedures and easy-to-use kits containing everything you need for a good result. Nothing more or less.

Each kit has been designed to provide an optimum solution to a particular application problem - pure and simple. They take you from precise sample preparation, to secure reaction chemistry, and on to a thorough and accurate analysis.
At the same time, the kits themselves are structured to fit logically together. The result is an integrated, systems approach that improves efficiency as well as convenience.

Our high-quality products are backed by know-how built upon decades of experience in managing biomolecules. Particular expertise in protein separation technology provides researchers with the highest possible purity in restriction and modifying enzymes, cloning vectors, nucleotides, and other chemicals and reagents used in molecular biology.

If you use molecular biologist techniques, and don’t have time to waste, the solution is pure and simple.

We help you manage biomolecules.
Master 96 wells with two simple instruments.

One pipettes...
The Brinkmann Transferpette™ 8/12 fits comfortably in your hand while you are performing 8- and 12-channel sample transfers and serial dilutions.

The other repeats...
The Eppendorf Repeater Plus/8™ reduces the fatigue of routinely filling 96-well plates by rapidly dispensing up to 48 times without refilling.

And Brinkmann has both.
Both instruments have unique features to help you master your laboratory procedures.

For economy, speed and purity, Biotix wins again.
Hands down.

For primers, for thermocyclers and sequencing, nothing beats the low cost and high performance of the new Biotix DNA 200 synthesizer.

3 minute cycle time, 98-99% efficiency from phosphoramidite or newly perfected phosphonate chemistry. Guaranteed biologically active DNA. And backed by the Biotix Zero Downtime Warranty.

To find out more, call 1-800-288-2468, or write Biotix, Inc., Commerce Park, Corporate Drive, Danbury, CT 06810-4130.

The new Biotix 200 DNA Synthesizer...

Speed, purity and

$11,950.*

(*including computer!)

Reverse Phase HPLC of an unpurified 25 mer synthesized via the phosphoramidite chemistry.

VYDAC C4 column, 2.5mm x 7.5cm, Gradient: 0%-30% B in 30 minutes, Solvent A: 0.1m TEA, Solvent B: acetonitrile
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How to project your findings.

There's no faster, easier and more accurate way to present your work than on Polaroid instant films and imaging systems. Whether your presentation is the next day or the next hour, Polaroid can help you project your findings without darkrooms or expensive photographic facilities. The images on the left show just a few of the many presentation films available from Polaroid that can help you project a better image instantly.

To capture the subtle color differentiations in the CAD/CAM image of a ball bearing (Fig. 1), new High Contrast PolaChrome Instant 35mm Slide Film was used. PolaChrome HC provides bright, high quality color in minutes.

The fish fossil on limestone (Fig. 2) was taken on PolaPan 35mm Instant Slide Film. The images were developed in daylight in minutes using the portable Polaroid PowerProcessor.

The instant color overhead transparency of a cost analysis graph (Fig. 3) was made using Colorgraph Type 691 film. This continuous tone, full color film creates easy-to-handle small format overhead projection transparencies so the latest findings can be presented instantly. The actual graph was generated on a PC using the Polaroid PalettePlus Computer Slide Maker.

This white-on-blue slide of the molecular structure of galactosamine (Fig. 4) was made with new PolaBlue Instant 35mm Slide Film. PolaBlue provides bright, high quality, white-on-blue slides in minutes, at a much lower cost than traditional blue slides.

The surface structure of a fern under a scanning electron microscope (Fig. 5) was taken with PolaPan 35mm Instant Slide Film.

No matter what you're presenting, or how you're presenting it, Polaroid has a film that can help you do it faster and easier. In color, black and white or white-on-blue. In 35mm slides, prints or overhead transparencies. In seconds, Polaroid has a complete line of instant films and imaging equipment to help bring your findings to light. And you get it all A.S.A.P.—As Soon As Polaroid instant images.

For a complete brochure (please specify whether you want information about the Quality Assurance Field or the Research Field) about Polaroid instant imaging solutions for the professional scientific community, or for a free consultation, call 1-800-343-5000. Or write, Polaroid Corporation, Dept. 695, P.O. Box 5011, Clifton, N.J. 07015.

A.S.A.P.
As Soon As Polaroid
Polaroid
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The means to the ends.

Restriction Enzymes from Promega

- Quality
  - Rigorously tested to ensure functional purity
  - Enzyme-specific 10X buffer and BSA provided to ensure optimal activity in your hands

- Choice
  - More than 60 enzymes currently available, including several rare-cutters; useful in genomic mapping
  - High concentration available for most commonly used enzymes

- Convenience
  - Unique packaging system—innovative, color-coded cap design allows for easy enzyme identification while minimizing contamination or loss of cap.
  - Fisher Scientific—in the U.S., all Promega products are also available through your local Fisher Scientific office.

Promega
800-356-9526
2800 S. Fish Hatchery Road
Madison, WI 53711-5306

Fisher Scientific
Call one of our regional offices.
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Latest LSC technology cuts sample and cocktail costs; increases throughput

In the past, liquid scintillation counting used traditional technology to overcome background noise. Now, there's a new, more sensitive technology - TR-LSC or Time-Resolved Liquid Scintillation Counting - that reduces background noise by an additional 30%-40%, and more. This new patented technology is available only in Packard's Tri-Carb® liquid scintillation analyzers.

Originally developed for extremely low level counting, TR-LSC technology has now been applied to a broad range of applications. While these don't always require high sensitivity, additional benefits have been realized. By increasing sensitivity, TR-LSC reduces sample and cocktail consumption while shortening the time required for accurate counts. The benefits? Lower cocktail costs, lower disposal costs, and increased throughput.

How TR-LSC is superior to older technology

Traditional counters are based on two-dimensional pulse analysis: pulse height and pulse counts. They provide a level of sensitivity that's merely adequate for most applications.

Patented TR-LSC adds a third dimension to pulse analysis: a pulse index that measures over time the after pulses associated with background. In doing so, TR-LSC clearly distinguishes between beta pulses and background pulses. By identifying, and reducing, background noise, TR-LSC provides a great level of sensitivity (see chart comparing E^2/B values) and more accurate counts.

Achieve accurate counts on samples as small as 25 μL

Traditional technology limits sensitivity. The improved sensitivity of TR-LSC, however, allows you to achieve accurate DPM results for single and dual label samples in volumes as small as 25 μL. That can add up to substantial savings in sample and cocktail costs.

Slash radioactive waste disposal costs

Counting smaller samples will also reduce radioactive liquid disposal costs, which can be $500 per drum, or higher. While you may not pay this cost directly, your operating budget could be affected. With TR-LSC you can cut operating costs while reducing environmental hazards.

Increase sample throughput by over 80%

Just as TR-LSC reduces the volume of sample and cocktail required for accurate counting, it also reduces the time required for an accurate count. By cutting background in half, high sensitivity TR-LSC lets you count nearly twice the number of vials of a 250-DPM sample, in the time it would take to count a single vial using conventional technology. For lower activity samples, the increase in throughput with TR-LSC is even greater.

Automatic data interpretation, too

Another advanced feature available only with Tri-Carb analyzers is automatic tandem processing. This unique capability processes your counting data automatically using one software program after another - RIA packages, spreadsheets, word processing, or custom-written programs - until the results are printed in whatever format you have specified. All this is done automatically, without operator intervention, for up to 30 users.

Free Investigator's Guide provides a complete explanation of the benefits of TR-LSC

More information on TR-LSC, and other exclusive Packard features, is available in a new publication, the Investigator's Guide to TR-LSC Technology and Tri-Carb Liquid Scintillation Analyzers. For your free copy, mark the reader service number below or call us today.

Call toll free 1-800-323-1891 or FAX 203/235-1347.

Sales and Service in over 60 countries throughout the world.
Compare the Better Micro-pipette

Better Performance
Swiss precision tolerances — accuracy and CV guaranteed to better than ±1%.

Better Quality
Individually tested and inspected — supplied with verified calibration certificate.

Better Design
Comfortable to operate, easy to read precision setting — internal detipping mechanism maintains narrow profile.

Better Selection
Variable and fixed volume, air and positive displacement, single and multi-channel — in a wide range of sizes.

Better Value
Wheaton high quality, Swiss precision micropipettes provide better performance, better features at a better price than the better known competition.

Call Wheaton today 1-800-225-1437 and compare the better micropipette.
How can this exciting new system help protect both your laboratory animals and personnel from contamination?

The dumping of cage bedding and animal waste can create—and then lead to—the inhalation of aerosolized contaminants by animals and lab personnel. Such animal exposure can interfere with—or even jeopardize—research studies. And inhalation of contaminants by personnel can result in serious health consequences. Up until now, this has been the weak link in the animal facility contamination-containment chain.

Now this new Lab Products partial containment system substantially reduces the level of airborne contaminants by restricting all cage dumping to the inside of a negative airflow cabinet; that is, with air flowing from the room and into the cabinet. The aerosolized particulates are washed out of the airstream by a remarkably effective three-stage filter system and so clean HEPA-filtered air circulates back into the room.

In addition to designing a system that would be effective in scrubbing the air, there were two other major objectives:

- to design a "human-engineered" system that would be comfortable to use and easy to clean
- to design a system that would be easy to maintain; that is, one in which filter or other maintenance was simple and straightforward.

These goals, too, have been achieved. There are other features/advantages/benefits of the system described in detail in our brochure. To request a copy, please use the coupon, or drop us a line, or call us at 201/843-4600 or 800/526-0469. Fax: 201/843-6040.

Lab Products, Inc.
255 West Spring Valley Avenue
Maywood, New Jersey 07607
201/843-4600 Fax: 201/843-6040
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Lab Products, Inc.
255 West Spring Valley Avenue
Maywood, NJ 07607

- I would appreciate a copy of your Waste Management System brochure.
- I'd like to know more about your videotape on this system.
- I'd like to speak directly to a technical sales representative.
- I'd welcome your comprehensive catalog on animal care products.

Name ____________________________ 
Title ____________________________ 
Dept. ____________________________ 
Organization ______________________ 
Address __________________________ 
Phone ____________________________ 

5'-CUCU-3' RNA
\[ \text{G}_{\text{OH}} \rightarrow \text{RNAzYme}^{\text{TM}} \]
5'-CUCU_{\text{OH}} + G-3'
USB introduces RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 (Ribozyme Tet 1.0) cucu specific: the first commercially-available Ribozyme for sequence-specific cleavage of RNA.

The discovery of ribozymes — novel enzymes composed entirely of RNA that cleave RNA in a sequence-specific manner — represents a tremendous opportunity to expand the scope of RNA studies.

Now USB scientists have produced the first commercially-available ribozyme from a naturally-occurring, self-splicing group I intron of Tetrahymena RNA (1). RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 (Ribozyme Tet 1.0) cucu specific is one of a group of important ribozymes (sequence-dependent RNA endonucleases), that promise to be powerful tools in experiments involving all aspects of RNA. RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 (Ribozyme Tet 1.0) cucu specific resembles a DNA restriction endonuclease in that it will cut RNA into discrete segments at a specific nucleotide sequence; in this case, cleaving RNA at sites having the sequence cucu. As with DNA restriction endonucleases, the concept of using a ribozyme as a molecular scissors is simple. However, its potential value lies in the development of imaginative applications which, until now, have been difficult or impossible to achieve.

One primary application will, of course, be in the physical mapping of related RNA species. In addition, consider RNA sequencing, secondary structure analysis and in vitro RNA metabolic studies.

We are excited to take the leading role in the development of this newly-discovered field, and dedicated to fulfilling the promise ribozymes represent as extremely useful tools in basic molecular biological research, as well as in other areas as diverse as oncology, virology, pharmacology and agriculture.

USB RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 (Ribozyme Tet 1.0) cucu specific is offered in a kit with all the accessory reagents necessary to calibrate the ribozyme activity with any RNA substrate and begin RNA analysis.

As always, look to USB for specific and efficient molecular tools to handle innovative applications in biology.

(Additional information on next page.)

*Patents pending.

United States Biochemical
**FIG. 1** Demonstration of the Specificity of Cleavage. RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 was incubated with seven different oligomeric RNA substrates: lanes 1 and 2, 5'GGGACUCAAAAAA3'; lane 3, 5'GGGACAUUAAAAAA3'; lane 4, 5'GGGACGCCAAAAAA3'; lane 5, 5'GGGACCAAAAAAAA3'; lane 6, 5'GGGACCAACAAAAAAA3'; lane 7, 5'GGGACUAUAAAAAAA3'; lane 8, 5'GGGACGAAAAAAA3'. Lane 1 is a no ribozyme control. The reaction contained 0.10μM substrate ([α-32P] ATP labeled), 0.01μM RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0, 2.5M urea, 0.5M GTP, 20mM MgCl2, 50mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5). Incubation was for 1 hour at 50°C. Samples from each reaction were electrophoresed on a high percentage acrylamide denaturing gel and the bands of substrate and digestion products were identified by autoradiography. Only the matched substrate in lane 2 was cleaved.

**FIG. 2** RNA Fragments of SV40 and Physical Map. SV40 RNA (610-nt) was glyoxalated and then cleaved with RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 at 50°C in a reaction containing 1.5M urea. The RNA fragments were detected by two different labeling schemes which together identify the 5'-terminal fragment. The lanes are as follows: lane 1, 32P-labeled RNA transcript uncut; lane 2, unlabeled RNA cut with ribozyme in the presence of [32P]GTP; lane 3, body-labeled RNA cut in the presence of unlabeled GTP; M, glyoxalated Haelll fragments of φX DNA. The fragments were separated by electrophoresis in a 4% acrylamide gel containing 8M urea and the bands were visualized by autoradiography. The physical map shows the locations and sequences of the RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 cleavage sites in SV40.

The results shown illustrate the site-specific cleavage activity of RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 on both oligomeric and larger RNA. They confirm the results originally reported for the Tetrahymena group I intron derived ribozymes (1,2). This work provides the basis for the experimenter to generate digestion patterns of larger RNA and to attempt studies involving the detection of different forms of RNA (e.g., alternatively spliced RNA) in complex populations. Studies involving in vitro transformation of purified RNA fragments could also be possible. The development of RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 to its full potential as a biological tool will depend upon further characterization of its enzymatic activity as well as the development of specific protocols.

The RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 kit includes sufficient ribozyme and reagents to allow a variety of investigations. The Control Substrate in the kit is provided to allow calibration of the RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0 activity since activity is dependent upon the concentration of GTP, urea, and cleavage sites as well as the ribozyme concentration. Selection of various conditions for cleavage depends upon the fraction of sites needed to be cleaved; the amount of radiolabel needed to be incorporated into the fragments and the degree of sequence specificity desired.

**RNAzyme™ Tet 1.0**
Product No. 72000
Individual components are available separately

For a free copy of our General Biochemicals and/or Molecular Biology catalogs, write USB at P.O. Box 22400, Cleveland, Ohio 44122. Contact USB 24 hours a day: U.S. and Canada 800-321-9322, within Ohio call collect 216-765-5000, TLX: 980718, FAX: 216-464-5075.

**References:**
If your research can't wait for weeks while you wait for DNA, take a look at the Cyclone™ Plus DNA Synthesizer from MilliGen/Biosearch.

Convenient prepackaged chemistries and proven protocols allow you to produce probes, primers, even long (> 100-mer) fragments quickly and effortlessly.

Just load the reagents, key in your sequence, and press "Run." Cyclone Plus handles everything else—automatically.

In half the bench space, Cyclone Plus outperforms instruments costing twice as much.

Preprogrammed software cartridges make it easy to change protocols or synthesis scales. You can even create your own methods to customize a synthesis.

Cyclone Plus is available in either one-column or two-column configurations. And since it's priced within reach of any lab, there's no reason to wait another day. For more information, call 800-872-0071; in MA, 617-229-2870.

MilliGen/Biosearch
Division of MILLIPORE

Cyclone users come from a long line of DNA researchers.
We've electrified DNA research in more ways than one. As pioneers in developing innovative automated products for molecular biologists, we have the hands-on experience and technical expertise needed to deliver the high-powered instruments that have vitalized DNA research. You can choose leading-edge instruments for automatic extraction, sequencing, synthesis, and purification of DNA.

Unique DNA Extractor
Our one-of-a-kind, automated extractor has put an end to tedious, time-consuming manual procedures and virtually eliminated exposure to toxic chemicals. Now researchers can count on consistent, high-quality results. And, best of all, exciting new applications for the instrument are constantly being introduced.

New Standards in DNA Sequencing
We introduced the world's first automated fluorescent-based DNA sequencer. With our sequencer, researchers can now conceive of large sequencing projects previously impossible. Now you can interpret up to 8,000 bases per gel. Our new Taq polymerase reagent kit simplifies preparing extensions and delivers longer runs with improved accuracy over conventional sequencing chemistries.
Most Popular DNA Synthesizers
Our reliable DNA synthesizers have earned a reputation for delivering quality synthetic DNA. Simple pushbutton procedures, streamlined operation, and dependable performance all combine to improve your research. Our reagent and amidite purity ensures biological activity of your sequence.

Proven Purification Systems
With our HPEC™ System, we've automated established electrophoresis technology to purify DNA. The system cuts sample handling steps and improves sample recovery over manual procedures. When you need rapid, convenient purification, use our OPC™ cartridge.

Applied Biosystems offers more high-powered instruments for molecular biologists than any other company in the field. For more information, call the office nearest you. We'd like to electrify your DNA research.
Of Course,  
There Are Some Growth Factors  
Even We Don’t Offer... Yet.

Wherever there's a growing research need, we do everything in our power to meet it. And when it comes to high-purity growth factors, we offer an extensive selection, including

IGF-1, IGF-2,  
TGFα, EGF,  
FGF acidic and basic,  
PDGF...

Like all our products, BACHEM growth factors are produced using the latest in rDNA and solid-phase technologies. You can be sure of immediate delivery, the highest possible purity, and availability.

As new growth factors are discovered, BACHEM will develop procedures to produce them in quantity, too.

Grow with us. For more information on BACHEM growth factors and other high-quality peptides and proteins, call or write.

THE BACHEM GROUP – FOR BETTER SERVICE, WORLDWIDE

BACHEM Feinchemikalien AG  
serving you worldwide except areas mentioned  
Hauptstrasse 144  
CH-4416 Bubendorf  
Phone: 061/931 23 33  
Fax: 061/931 25 49  
Telex: 966 081

BACHEM Bioscience Inc  
subsidiary of BACHEM Switzerland serving the American continents  
3700 Market Street  
Philadelphia, PA 19104  
Phone: 215/387 0011  
Fax: 215/387 1170  
Telex: 910 250 2352

BACHEM Biochemica GmbH  
subsidiary of BACHEM Switzerland serving FRG, GDR and CCCP  
Lessingstrasse 26  
D-6900 Heidelberg  
Phone: 0 62 21/16 30 91  
Fax: 0 62 21/214 42  
Telex: 461 352
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The NanoScope® II
Scanning Tunneling Microscope

Iodine Atoms Adsorbed on Platinum
Schadt et al., Purdue Univ. (Science, 24 Feb 89)

Poly(rA) • Poly(rU) RNA Bundles
Lee et al., Univ. of Minn. (Science, 28 Apr 89)

The discoveries are waiting to be made . . .

Again, the NanoScope II is a partner in discovery as it redefines the leading edge of STM performance. Iodine adsorbed on platinum, as shown on the left, has only been imaged using the Nanoscope II. The image of RNA on the right was made by scanning the uncoated sample directly, demonstrating an important new ability.

Two hundred NanoScopes are already in laboratories because researchers recognize that images like these are made possible through Digital’s commitment to extending the state-of-the-art.

The NanoScope is constantly being made more powerful and easier to use, opening new doors in such diverse areas as Biology, Chemistry, Electro-chemistry, Semiconductors, and Materials Science. The discoveries are waiting to be made.

The NanoScope II is an easy-to-learn, turnkey laboratory tool that can get you into STM now. A complete system, including everything you need for STM, costs only $69,000.

Call Digital Instruments today for a detailed brochure and information about your specific application.

Digital Instruments: The Leader in Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
135 Nogal Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93110  Tel: (805) 967-2309  FAX: (805) 683-4325
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THIS IMPLANTABLE MICROCHIP HAS JUST TOTALLY REVOLUTIONIZED LABORATORY ANIMAL IDENTIFICATION.

The end of ear punching or tagging, toe clipping, tail tattooing ... and their problems.

Conventional animal identification techniques have three familiar problems:

- **Cost**—it's expensive to mark the animals initially and to read them subsequently
- **Accuracy**—misidentification can occur as a result of the marking process
- **Health**—occasional infection can jeopardize animal health or even the research effort itself

Bio Medic Data Systems has now developed a practical state-of-the-art electronic system that revolutionizes animal identification and that deals effectively with these three problems.

An Implantable Micro-Identification Device (IMI*)—actually a microchip transponder—transmits its unique identifying number when energized by a low power radio-frequency source. This IMI (shown actual size above) is hermetically sealed in an inert glass capsule.

Implantation of the IMI in the animal does not lead to its migration, physiological or biochemical disturbances, or to infection (given, of course, appropriate implantation practices).

This entire system—that is, everything required to make it function—called the Electronic Laboratory Animal Monitoring System (ELAMS™) is now working well in several major laboratories. To learn more about this exciting development, complete the coupon below requesting a detailed brochure, or drop us a line, or call us at 201/587-8300. Fax: 201/843-8816.

---

The animal is identified as it passes near the stationary reader.
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WE'VE RAISED SEQUENCING TO NEW LOWS:

...SO YOU CAN REACH NEW HEIGHTS:

Lower capital investment
Lower operating expense
Lower set-up time
Lower maintenance

Higher efficiency
• Direct on-line PTH amino acid analysis
• Easy sample loading
• No Polybrene* or pre-cycling required
• Rapid software editing even during a run

Higher productivity
• Rapid viewing of sequencing results
• Easy operation even for first-time users
• Engineered for greater reliability

Porton's PI 2020 Protein/Peptide Sequencer and PI 2090 Integrated Micro-Sequencing System are designed to streamline your protein sequencing applications by providing exceptional performance, reliability and sensitivity at a price you can afford. With our sequencer's integrated fluid delivery system,™ sample support™ and self-sealing reaction cartridge,™ we can help simplify your micro-sequencing processes.

The precise, customized technology of our Integrated System—featuring a Porton-enhanced Hewlett-Packard 1090 L microbore HPLC—allows direct on-line analysis and quantitation of PTH amino acids. And, installation, training and service are handled directly by a Porton Instruments customer service engineer.

For more information about Porton's line of protein sequencing instrumentation, call us toll-free at 1-800-822-6333.

THE PORTON PROTEIN SEQUENCER

Now Available! The PI 2090 Integrated Micro- Sequencing System

*Polybrene* is a registered trademark of Abbott Laboratories.
*™Patents pending

© 1988 Porton Instruments
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Due to its modular design, the Leitz ARISTOPLAN® photomicroscope can be extended step-by-step to cover all techniques of light microscopy. Brightfield, darkfield, fluorescence, phase or interference contrast can all be carried out with one objective, and the ARISTOPLAN has a rapid switching facility for quick change from one technique to another. Ergonomically designed and upgradable for any research budget.
Look up from your microscope...

**Coulter Counter ZM**

**Labor-saving speed**
You can free time for valuable basic research by forgetting the tedious job of manual cell counting through a microscope. The Coulter Counter ZM automatically counts and sizes up to 5,000 cells per second.

**The most accurate technique**
Using the Coulter Principle, the reference method in cell counting and sizing, the ZM provides precise three-dimensional cell analysis from 0.4 to 1200 µm - uncompromised by human error.

Volumetric sampling accuracy with the ZM is better than 0.5% using the 500 µL sampling mode.

**Upgradability for future needs**
For added confidence, use a printer to obtain a hard-copy record of exact data: sample I.D., instrument settings, counts and analysis time. Add cell size distribution capability with the CHANNELYZER® 256, which includes the ability to differentiate viable vs. nonviable cells. Or, expand data handling and storage capability with AccuComp® IBM®-compatible software. Only the ZM gives you such broad flexibility in a surprisingly economical package.

**All the service and support you need**
For complete information about the Coulter Counter ZM, call the toll-free number below and ask for extension 2818. And, like all Coulter instruments, the ZM is backed by the world's most recognized service and support team.

(800) 526-6932
Outside the U.S., contact your Coulter representative, or call 1 (305) 885-0131.

© Copyright, May, 1988. All rights reserved.
*IBM* is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
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Stalking Cancer

**ONCOMOUSE™ shortens the path to knowledge in carcinogenesis**

ONCOMOUSE™/ras transgenic animal is the first *in vivo* model to contain an activated oncogene. Each OncoMouse carries the *ras* oncogene in all germ and somatic cells. This transgenic model, available commercially for the first time, predictably undergoes carcinogenesis. OncoMouse reliably develops neoplasms within months...and offers you a shorter path to new answers about cancer. Available to researchers only from DuPont, where better things for better living come to life.

For more information about OncoMouse and monoclonal antibodies for specifically detecting the activated *ras* oncogene protein, call 1-800-551-2121.

Better things for better living
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Announcing... **HUMAN GENOME I**

**October 2 – 4, 1989**
**Town & Country Hotel • San Diego, CA**

Human Genome I, the conference on the largest biological project ever contemplated, is set for October 2-4, 1989 in San Diego, CA. It is an international conference on the status and future of research on the human genome.

**Co-chaired By**

Charles R. Cantor, Ph.D.
Director, Human Genome Center
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

Daniel E. Koshland Jr., Ph.D.
Editor of SCIENCE

**PARTIAL LIST OF SPEAKERS FOR HUMAN GENOME I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Brenner</td>
<td>Director, MRC Molecular Genetics Unit, Cambridge, England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Lander</td>
<td>Fellow of the Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Myerson</td>
<td>Genetics Group Leader, Los Alamos National Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Cantor</td>
<td>Professor of Molecular Biology, University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory</td>
<td>Director, Human Genome Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Watson</td>
<td>Director, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor McKusick</td>
<td>Associate Director, NIH Human Genome Project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Collins</td>
<td>University Professor of Medical Genetics, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President, International Human Genome Organization (HUGO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associate Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chief, Division of Medical Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Michigan Medical Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasuku Honjo</td>
<td>Professor of Medical Chemistry, Kyoto University Faculty of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean Dausset</td>
<td>Professor, College de France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hans Zachau</td>
<td>Professor, Institute for Physiological Chemistry, University of Munich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Davis</td>
<td>Professor of Biochemistry, Stanford University School of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Pearson</td>
<td>Chairman, Department of Human Genetics, Salk Laboratories, La Jolla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allan Wilson</td>
<td>Professor of Biochemistry, University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Caskey</td>
<td>Professor and Director, Institute for Molecular Genetics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Doolittle</td>
<td>Professor of Chemistry and Biology, Baylor College of Medicine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Center for Molecular Genetics, University of California, San Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra Smith</td>
<td>Associate Professor of Molecular Biology, University of California, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor of Biochemistry, California Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associate Professor of Psychiatry, University of California, San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assistant Professor of Genetics, Harvard Medical School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Investigator, Howard Hughes Medical Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Utah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor of Molecular Biology, A. W. D. M. Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>University of Southern California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distincted Research Professor and Acting President, Salk Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor of Applied Microbiology, University of Tokyo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PARTIAL LIST OF SESSION TOPICS**

- Organization of the Human Genome Project
- State of our Current Knowledge
- Advances in Technology: New Methods for Mapping and Sequencing
- Progress in Interesting Regions of the Human Genome
- The Diversity of the Human Genome in Different Populations

**Sponsored By**

**SCIENCE MAGAZINE**

A Publication of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and

**The Human Genome Organization (HUGO)**

The conference will be accompanied by an exhibition open to commercial firms offering or planning to offer appropriate equipment. The magnitude of the project and its requirements for the latest in scientific laboratory equipment, supplies and services will make the exhibit a significant contribution both to scientists and the companies that serve the scientific community.

**Organized By**

**SCHERAGO ASSOCIATES, INC.**
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
Tel: (212) 730-1050 • Fax: (212) 382-3725

For Exhibit Prospectus circle reader service number 261
For Registration Information circle reader service number 262
Reichert-Jung is the world leader in ultramicrotomy. As such, we can offer you more choices of ultramicrotomes than anyone else. Choose the ULTRACUT E, the accepted leader worldwide that easily converts to cryotechnique with the new FC4E sectioning system. Or the SUPERNOVA, our newest addition, which offers the ultimate value in an ultramicrotome. Both feature innovations, proven performance, versatility and more. The choice is yours. Make it Reichert-Jung.
We are planning to solve your biotech problems.

Our new pilot plant is designed to solve your process and scale-up problems.

We've invested in your future. You may need to scale up microbial or animal cell products, develop bioseparations, or quality control methods. Let us help. We have the equipment and the expertise to do the job.

Our personnel, procedures and commitment reflect our professional approach to your problems. Our industry experienced pilot plant manager will insure that your projects are managed efficiently. We will open our pilot plant in October and operate with Good Manufacturing Practices.

Penn State is a diverse research university, with an impressive biotechnology history. Eighty-three Penn State faculty members from many disciplines are conducting biotechnology research, and can be your partners for solving biotechnology problems.

Our Bioprocessing Resource Center offers pilot plant services, training, protein and DNA chemistry, biocomputing, and other bioprocessing services. Call to discuss how we can help solve your biotech problems: 1-800-833-5533.

Biotechnology Institute and Bioprocessing Resource Center

519 Wartik Laboratory,
The Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16802

(814) 863-3650 FAX (814) 863-1357

PENN STATE

The Pennsylvania Department of Commerce Sponsors the Penn State Bioprocessing Resource Center.
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The astonishingly bright, high-contrast image. The wide selection of quality accessories. The large stationary stage for maximum stability. The very modest price. The renowned Diaphot. It's the inverted microscope from Nikon that's designed to meet all the requirements of your research laboratory.

The Diaphot utilizes Nikon's exclusive CF optics, famous for their crisp, clear images. These optics deliver the extra edge that's needed in today's research and clinical laboratories.

A wide selection of accessories allow you to meet all the documentation requirements of your laboratory—from 35mm to large format and Polaroid®, CCTV and cinemicrography. With special CF objectives ranging from 4X through 100X, the Diaphot has complete capability in phase contrast, fluorescence and Nomarski DIC.

The Nikon Diaphot is engineered for functional performance and reliability. For maximum stability, its solid die-cast body has a very low center of gravity and the fixed stage makes Diaphot ideal for micromanipulation. And in addition to everything you heard, the Diaphot's striking superiority is available at a very modest price.

To learn even more about the renowned Diaphot, contact: Nikon Inc., Instrument Group, 623 Stewart Avenue, Garden City, NY 11530. (516) 222-0200.
Your choice for PCR products — Perkin-Elmer Cetus. The PCR technology leader.

Don't settle for products that try to imitate the revolutionary DNA Amplification System. Ours is the only licensed and approved system designed expressly for the patented GeneAmp™ PCR process, pioneered and developed by Cetus scientists.

PROVEN PCR PERFORMANCE

Our DNA Amplification System provides you with performance you can depend on. You'll perform the PCR process quickly and efficiently using our GeneAmp Reagent Kit with recombinant AmpliTaq™ DNA Polymerase. And for easy-to-use, dependable automation, our DNA Thermal Cycler has no peer. Superior technology and proven performance make it the system-of-choice worldwide.

UNMATCHED TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Count on outstanding support for your DNA Amplification System. Like a free instructional video with your DNA Thermal Cycler purchase. Or the toll-free technical support number you can call to get expert answers from our PCR staff. And we'll keep you up to date with PCR protocol developments, applications information, PCR Bibliographies and a subscription to our newsletter, Amplifications.

FAST DELIVERY OF
TAQ DNA POLYMERASE

Ordering is easy. For overnight delivery of the GeneAmp Kit and AmpliTaq DNA Polymerase, call PE XPRESS at 1-800-762-4002. And we're fully stocked and ready for prompt delivery of DNA Thermal Cyclers.

For more information, contact your local Perkin-Elmer representative. Or, for literature, please call 1-800-762-4000.

Only from Perkin-Elmer Cetus — the PCR Technology Leader.
New capillary electrophoresis system provides unprecedented flexibility.

Capillary electrophoresis is drawing a great deal of attention for its ability to separate a wide range of molecules rapidly and with high resolution. With a potentially wide variety of applications, CE serves such disparate needs as basic research, methods development, and automated QA analysis.

The Dionex Capillary Electrophoresis System I rises to this challenge. The CES I features fully programmable, dual-polarity power supplies with 3 control modes and gradients. It offers 3 automatic sample-injection modes: electromigration, gravity, and pneumatic.

An intelligent, 40-position autosampler runs samples in any order, and the system automatically rinses and refills vials and capillaries at each run. Two detection modes are standard—UV/Vis with fiber optic-based remote cell and fluorescence with photo multiplier tube. The CES I uses forced-air cooling which assures reproducible analytical conditions.

The CES I breaks new ground in flexibility, ease of use, and value—regardless of application.

Now you can map the oligosaccharide components of glycoproteins.

Until now, glycoproteins have presented serious analytical obstacles to the researcher. While peptide mapping is relatively routine, oligosaccharides have always been notoriously resistant to mapping and sequencing.

With the growing awareness of the importance of oligosaccharides in numerous biological processes, the need to perform oligosaccharide mapping and profiling has also grown. Now Dionex makes all aspects of glycoprotein analysis not only possible but, for the first time, practical as well.

Dionex OligoStandards™ are the latest addition to what is fast becoming a total system for analyzing glycoproteins from initial purification to final analysis. They allow comparison of oligosaccharides under investigation to known standards for fast and easy recognition. What in the past required months and years of work can now be accomplished in minutes on the Dionex BioLC™ system.
Isotec Inc. offers the scientific community one of the world’s largest selections of stable isotopes and labelled compounds

- NMR Solvents
- Reagents
- Organics
- Inorganics
- Biologicals

You Get More From

- > 99% chemical purity
- High isotopic enrichment
- Competitive prices
- Fast delivery

Plus . . .

metal stable isotopes, helium-3 and other noble gas isotopes, other enriched stable isotopes, multiply-labelled compounds and custom synthesis

Call or write for your NEW complete price list today!
Monoclonal Antibodies

to Protein Kinase C Isozymes

Type I (γ)  Type II (β)  Type III (α)

Novel monoclonal antibodies to 3 types of isozymes, MC-la, MC-2a, and MC-3a which recognize respective isozyme were developed with protein kinase C purified from rabbit brain by affinity chromatography using protein kinase inhibitor H-9.

RELATED PRODUCTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protein Kinase Inhibitors</th>
<th>Myosin Light Chain Kinase Inhibitors</th>
<th>Protein Kinase C Activators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H-7, H-8, H-9, HA1004</td>
<td>ML-7, ML-9</td>
<td>SC-9, SC-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FOR RESEARCH USE ONLY. NOT FOR DRUG OR OTHER USE.
MACINTOSH®
DATA
ACQUISITION
SOLUTIONS...

 Yours is here. Let us help you find it!

GW Instruments, Inc.
35 Medford Street • Somerville, MA 02143
The Macintosh Data Acquisition Company

FREE 56-PAGE CATALOG
617-625-4096

THE SOURCE FOR
CARBOHYDRATE
CHEMISTRY

Unrivalled expertise and product lines to serve the life scientist

Pfanstiehl Laboratories is the world leader in isolation, synthesis and purification of carbohydrates—everything from simple sugars to blocked intermediates to polysaccharides. This broad product range provides the tools for synthesis of nucleosides, biologically active carbohydrates, and other biopharmaceuticals.

With a heritage of 70 years of specialization, Pfanstiehl scientists and skilled technicians are well-equipped to meet the constantly changing needs of today's dynamic life sciences. This expertise is available to you on a confidential disclosure basis.

Product capability from bench to pilot plant to bulk volume

Whatever your needs, we can meet your requirements on spec, on budget and on time. Meticulous attention is paid to analysis and product quality, with full documentation maintained in accordance with GMP Guidelines. Product purity and uniformity are assured, batch after batch. In addition, special ultra-pure products are available as "reference standards."

We stand ready to serve you as a reliable, confidential and experienced supplier for your specialty chemical needs.

Pfanstiehl Laboratories, Inc.
The Source for Carbohydrate Chemistry
1219 Glen Rock Avenue
Waukegan, IL 60085-0439
Tel.: 312/623-0370
Fax: 312/623-9173
Telex: 25-3672 PFANLAB

Send me:

New Capabilities Brochure
Product Catalog
Call us to discuss a project.

Area Code ________________________

NAME ________________________
TITLE ________________________
FIRM ________________________
ADDRESS ________________________
CITY ________________________
STATE ________________________ ZIP ____________
50-W ________________________
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**Thermal Microscope Stage**

Maintains specimen at any temperature between -20° and +100°C

Fits most standard microscopes

Temperature control is automatic

*physitemp*

154 HURON AVENUE, CLIFTON NJ 07013, USA • Tel: 201-779-5577
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**AIDS Drug Research Tools from MGR**

**PR**

(Protease)

**RT**

(Reverse Transcriptase)

**IN**

(Integration Protein)

Critical reagents for the design and screening of drugs for AIDS therapy are available from MGR. Currently the best source for these reagents is avian myeloblastosis virus (AMV) and MGR has years of experience working with AMV.

Focus your AIDS research with dependable products from MGR. For more information, call or write:

Molecular Genetic Resources, Inc.
6201 Johns Road #8
Tampa, FL 33634
800-255-8142 813-886-5338 (Florida Residents call collect)
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**Sample Saving Preparative DNA Transilluminator!**

FOTO/PREPI. Available only from FOTODYNE...a leader you rely on for innovative advancements in DNA analysis instrumentation.

**Call 1-800-362-3686**

---

**With Foto/Prep I, you get two transilluminators in one - Analytical and Preparative.**

FOTO/PREPI is the first innovative transilluminator to offer the sensitivity of 300nm midrange UV, with the kind of protection previously provided only by 366nm UV sources.

The key? A unique sensitivity control device. In the analytical mode it provides the nanogram level sensitivity distinguishing all FOTODYNE 300nm DNA transilluminators. Switching to the preparative mode, the gel can be exposed as long as 20 minutes with little or no detectable photonicking damage. Yet, a 2000bp band containing less than 10 nanograms of DNA can be visualized for cutting.

FOTO/PREPI comes with a replaceable UV transparent protective sheet, so gels can be cut directly on its surface without damaging the UV glass. The molded, UV blocking cover can be raised from 0° to 90° to allow easy access to the gel.

For more information call or write.

FOTODYNE, Inc. 16700 W. Victor Road
New Berlin, Wisconsin 53151-4131 USA

* 414-785-7000
Telex 260127
FAX 414-785-7013

FOTODYNE INCORPORATED
Managing references just got easier.

Stop filing index cards and misplacing references! Organize them instead, with a specially designed database program called Pro-Cite®.

Pro-Cite makes it easy to manage references. Now you can sort, search, or index references from journal articles, books, or any other source. Keep references organized, include long abstracts or notes, and format bibliographies in any style.

Pro-Cite
puts references in order.

Call (313) 996-1580 today. Pro-Cite is available for IBM® PCs and the Macintosh® and the programs are data compatible. Other PBS products include Biblio-Links™ (companion programs that transfer records into Pro-Cite) and Pro-Search™ (a specialized communications program for searching BRS and DIALOG (IBM only)). Pro-Cite is now NOT copy protected.

Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc.
P.O. Box 4250
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 986-1580

In Canada, contact Phipps & Associates
512 Speedvale Ave. E. Guelph, ON N1E 1P4 (519) 836-9328

The following are trademarks or registered trademarks: Pro-Cite, Biblio-Links, Pro-Search of Personal Bibliographic Software, Inc., IBM of International Business Machines Corp., Macintosh of Apple Computer, Inc.

SECOND ANNUAL
NIH/ADAMHA-INDUSTRY
COLLABORATION FORUM

October 3, 1989
National Institutes of Health
Bethesda, MD

The purpose of the Forum is to promote research collaboration between government scientists and industry, as encouraged by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986. These collaborations may lead to mutually advantageous license agreements.

Registration fee for the forum is $100. For further information, call or write:

Ms. Judy Gale
Social & Scientific Systems
7101 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 610
Bethesda, MD 20814
(301) 986-4886

And the PIPs.

New PIP₂
New PIP
New Cyclic AMP RIA
New Cyclic GMP RIA

Just watch them perform. Advanced Magnetics presents the PIPs, the first immunoassays for PIP₂ and PIP.

Highly sensitive, enzyme-labeled immuno-blots, the PIPs are easy to set up and run, and require no incubation with radioactive materials.

Together with new Cyclic GMP and AMP RIAs, they are major attractions in our growing line of second messenger assays. Satisfaction is guaranteed.

Take a closer look at all our high performance assays, including eicosanoids and cytokines. Call or write today for our 1989 catalog.

Advanced Magnetics Inc.
61 Mooney Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

1-800-RIA-KITS
1-800-343-1346
617-497-2070
FAX 617-497-6927
Think of us as your immunology department.

Custom polyclonal antibody production.
Custom hybridoma development.
Immunobiochemical services.
Ascites scale-up production.

We're BAbCO. The full-service group staffed by experts and supported by state-of-the-art animal facilities and laboratories. Professionals experienced with antibody production on different scales. Scientists like yourself, ready to collaborate with you and to tailor projects to your needs.

Send for our catalog today. Better yet, give us a call and let's start thinking about your requirements.

BAbCO
4131 Lakeside Drive, Suite B
Richmond, CA 94806
(415) 222-4940
(415) 222-1867 (FAX)

The New Genetics: Medical and Moral Implications of Recent Advances in Recombinant DNA Research
University of Oxford, 8–15 July 1989

Sponsored by Oxford University, the American Association for the Advancement of Science, and the British Association for the Advancement of Science

In this unique collaborative effort, prominent researchers from England and the United States will provide a review of the latest advances in medical genetics and their moral and social implications. They will deal with such major topics as human gene therapy, genetic screening, the molecular basis of disease, and genetic fingerprinting. The seminar, designed for persons with diverse disciplinary backgrounds, will give participants a working knowledge of the latest technologies and the issues surrounding their use.

Distinguished faculty include: Professor David Bishop, director of the NERC Institute of Virology and visiting professor of virology, University of Oxford; Dr. Jeremy Cherfas, biologist and author of Man Made Life; Dr. Kay Davies, clinical molecular geneticist, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford; Dr. Paul Debenham, director of scientific services, Cellmark Diagnostics; Dr. Peter Goodfellow, Imperial Cancer Research Fund; Dr. Richard Mulligan, Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research; Sir David Weatherall, director of the Institute of Molecular Medicine, John Radcliffe Hospital, Oxford; and Dr. Emma Whitelaw, molecular geneticist, University of Oxford.

The week-long seminar program will include lectures on aspects of Oxford and English life and times, various social events, and excursions in and around Oxford, including the Royal Shakespeare Theatre at Stratford-upon-Avon.

Cost for the entire program, including lodging and meals, is £500 (£285 for residents of European Economic Community member countries). An advance booking fee of £200 is required.

For more details, contact:
Carol L. Rogers
AAAS
1333 H St., NW
Washington, DC 20005
or
Dr. John R. Durant
University of Oxford
Department for External Studies
Rewley House, 1 Wellington Square
Oxford, England OX1 2JA
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plastek® Cultureware...  
An ALTERNATIVE to Standard Cultureware

All cells have specific requirements concerning the surface on which they are grown. Thus it is unlikely that a standard "tissue culture treatment" will be ideal for every application — to support the attachment and growth of your particular cultures. Researchers often have to employ coatings such as collagen, polylysine, or fibronecin. Until now.

plastek Cultureware's revolutionary surface treatments are the alternatives you've been waiting for. The plastek surface treatment is an integral chemical change in the plastic itself, not a coating. Delamination cannot occur.

plastek Cultureware comes sterile and ready for use, in two choices of surface chemistry:

- **plastek C:**
  - Positively charged surface
  - Nitrogen-containing functional groups
  - Growth of neuronal cells, for example, is superior to that achieved on polylysine

- **plastek M:**
  - Negatively charged surface
  - Oxygen-containing functional groups
  - Eliminates the need for collagen in muscle cell cultures, among others

Why would you want any other alternatives?

plastek® Cultureware is available in culture dishes, cluster plates, flasks, coverslips, and microcarriers. To order, call:
1-800-634-9018
1-508-881-6860 (In MA)
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**SOFTWARE**

AutoBiblio

Bibliographic storage and retrieval system for Macintosh

New Ver 1.2: more features and faster

AutoBiblio stores references and enables their selection, recall and printing in required formats. You can create your own database of literature references and automatically incorporate those cited in your papers in the bibliography listing. AutoBiblio modules are as follows:

- FindCite searches your wordprocessor text and prepares alphabetised or numbered lists of references it finds cited. It can read Text, Word and ASCII files. The lists are stored on disk as Textfiles and can be edited by wordprocessors. MakeBib prepares the final bibliography in the format required by any journal. The bibliography is stored on disk as a Textfile and can be incorporated directly into a paper with a wordprocessor. You can store on disk the formats required by your favorite journals. EditRef prepares the database of references. It can cope with authors who write papers each year, and with book references. References can be of any size and you can move records from one file to another. There is a search facility enabling you to find any term in the database. ReadDB can read references from virtually any database, including your own bibliographies and other services like Medline. It can store them in a new or existing database.

'Extremely useful.' CABIOS
$249

Demonstration version of either program, including documentation, $25 refundable if full version purchased

AMEX/VISA/MasterCard or Check in US funds drawn on US bank; credit on approved accounts only
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**ASSAYZAP**

Universal assay tool for Apple Macintosh

New Ver 1.2: many additional features

Ver 1.2 can incorporate 24 values in the standard curve. Graphics can now be saved as PICT files. The UNDO command is fully implemented. Several new translation routines have been added enabling direct use of data from selected Nuclear Enterprises, LKB, Packard, Titertek and Dynatech instruments. AssayZap gives regression fit to the logistic equation for calculating HIA, ELISAs and IRMAs, and also includes an interactive visual curve fitting technique which permits all standard curves to be fitted, whatever their shape. Minimisation routines for two-parameter log-log fitting, plus unweighted and weighted four-parameter fit are included. AssayZap records all previous assays, and permits the current standard curve to be compared and, if necessary, adjusted. Large assays (up to 2000 samples) can be handled, and each assay may include up to four standard curves. Assay drift may be compensated for by interpolation. AssayZap conforms fully to the conventions of the Mac interface, making use of the mouse, windows and pull-down menus and, despite its power, is extremely simple to use. It can be integrated with a Mac based laboratory data processing system, and includes routines which permit the Mac to be connected directly to data sources. All data and results may be printed, stored on disk or passed on to other programs for further analysis.

$299

Available from: Shoestring Solutions 102 Cortland Ave., San Francisco, CA 94110 24 hour toll-free orders 1-800-333-9462 Visa, MasterCard, Purchase Orders
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Cultures from the Source

American Type Culture Collection

Algae Hybridomas
Antisera to Viruses Libraries
Bacteria and Phages Oncogenes
Cell Lines Phage Vectors
Chlamydiae Plasmid Vectors
Cloned Genes Protozoa
Cloned Viruses Rickettsiae
DNA Probes Viruses
Fungi Yeasts

FREE REFERENCE CATALOGUES

- Algae and Protozoa, 1985 Catalogue, 16th edition; lists over 1,000 strains; includes an index to special applications.
- Bacteria and Bacteriophages, 1989 Catalogue, 17th edition; lists over 11,000 strains; includes an index to special applications, media formulae.
- Cell Lines/Hybridomas, 1988 Catalogue, 6th edition; lists over 2,800 lines, indexed by species, tissue, tumor, and MAB.
- Fungi/Yeasts, 1987 Catalogue, 17th edition; lists over 21,000 stains. Includes an index to industrial applications and media formulae.
- NIH Repository of Human DNA Probes and Libraries, August 1988 edition; lists over 700 probes, clones genes and chromosome-specific libraries of the human genome; primate cDNA and libraries; multispecies oncogenes.
- Recombinant DNA Materials List, January 1989, 128 pages; list of over 800 cloned inserts, libraries, vectors and hosts.

American Type Culture Collection
12301 Parklawn Drive
Rockville, MD 20852
(301) 881-2600
1(800) 638-6597
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HELLMA®
Your one stop for Cells and D₂ Lamps.
A full line of quality cells:
- Stock and custom
- Dye laser
- Plane Optics
- UV light sources for all major instruments:
  - D₂ and Hg.
- CUV-O-STIR
  - Mini-magnet cuvette stirrer
  - Variable speed
  - Multiple cell capability.
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TMC MICRO-g® LAB TABLES
Higher performance...more options, more features
The new TMC Micro-g Series 63-500 lab tables with advanced Gimbal Piston® isolators achieve highest attenuation of both vertical and horizontal vibration. Features include new leveling feet, new 2" thick, high-stiffness, highly damped stainless steel top with rounded seamless edges and corners.
Options offer added utility and convenience: armrests, shelving, choice of top surfaces, casters, equipment support bars, Faraday cages. Sizes from 25" x 36" to 36" x 60". Write or call for new product bulletin No. MG30-86 and price list today.

Technical Manufacturing Corporation
15 Centennial Drive • Peabody, MA 01960
Telephone 508-532-6330 • Telex 951408
FAX 508-531-8682
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Whether it's fresh sectioning, micromanipulating or forging, turn to TPI for instruments as precise as your procedure.

**Vibratome.** If your research demands fresh tissue sectioning with no freezing or embedding, turn to the Vibratome, the superior tissue sectioning system, Series 1000 or Series 2000. Vibratome Series 2000 gives you specimen bath refrigeration, automatic sectioning repetition, and motorized digital control of section thickness and specimen height.

For detailed information circle No. 40 on Readers’ Service Card

**Micromanipulator.** Precision control is in your hands with the TPI de Fonbrune Micromanipulators, free-standing and stage-mounted. Experience smooth, positive movement, virtually zero drift and no backlash, with easy to use single joystick control for either right or left-handed operator.

For detailed information circle No. 41 on Readers’ Service Card

**Microforge.** Perfect companion to the Micromanipulator, the TPI de Fonbrune Microforge, with 6 movement and 2 temperature controls, permits fabrication of both simple and complex microtools. Accomplish fusion/melting, distant/contact stretching, micro-glass blowing, fracturing, using glass, metals, alloys, organic crystals, polymers or other fusible materials.

For detailed information circle No. 42 on Readers’ Service Card

**Service.** As the only U.S. manufacturer of de Fonbrune Micromanipulators and Forges, and the maker of Vibratome, TPI provides you assured delivery, on-demand technical service and complete repair and replacement should you need it. When your research demands thin slices, finds you in tight spots, or needing tiny tools, call TPI.
And responded with New Design Nalgene Disposable Filterware. You talked about improving your favorite disposable filterware. Nalge listened. And responded with a technically-advanced line of disposable filterware designed to make your work faster and more efficient than ever before.

You asked for convenience. We listened. And gave you new easy-to-use two-piece units. Plus receivers designed for dispensing and storage with leakproof closures that are easy to put on and remove.

You asked for versatility. We listened. And offered you extra capacity with 150-, 250-, 500-, and 1000-mL sizes. Plus graduations on receivers and uppers for easy measurement, because you asked for it.

You asked for easy identification. We listened. So now, Nalgene Filter Units are color-coded by membrane material— and the pore size and membrane material are marked right on the collars.

You asked for speed. We listened. And increased the effective filtration area by more than 25% for faster flow rates.

But we didn't change what we couldn't improve. We didn't change the membranes or plastics you've always depended on. You get the same uncompromising standards you expect from Nalge, because all materials are carefully tested for cytotoxicity, and all units are guaranteed sterile. So you won't introduce any variables whatsoever into your work.

Nalgene Filterware... the name you've trusted for 20 years.


Nalge Company
Nalge Brand Products
The ability to listen. The technology to respond.
The new MICRO-ISOLATOR™ System: A revolutionary breakthrough in animal housing.

A simple and versatile animal housing system that offers greater microbiological control than complex barrier rooms... but without the inconvenience and inefficiency that barrier rooms impose by limiting the movement of people and animals.

The Principle
In effect, the MICRO-ISOLATOR System involves the use of durable filter-topped cages that function as "giant Petri dishes," which are only opened within a Class 100 workbench by personnel who observe aseptic technique at all times. There are many benefits to this unique miniaturization strategy. For example, animals from multiple sources with different microbiological profiles have been housed in the same room without cross contamination. Likewise, investigators can experimentally infect animals in different MICRO-ISOLATORS within the same room without interfering with one another's research... and all of this can be accomplished without the inconvenience of requiring personnel to shower into or out of the room. Also, since all manipulations are conducted in a Class 100 workbench, individuals allergic to animals are protected from dander and therefore are able to work in comfort.

The complete MICRO-ISOLATOR System consists of the individual MICRO-ISOLATOR housing units, the STAY-CLEAN™ Laminar Flow Workbench, and the service cart.

The MICRO-ISOLATOR Units
This system consists of an autoclavable plastic cage and plastic filter frame with a static filter (now designed for rapid replacement of the filter material), plus the usual cage accessories. The plastic filter frame overlaps the bottom portion of the cage and effectively forms a giant Petri dish-like structure. Result: there is an effective protection against microbial contamination while still allowing for substantial gaseous interchange. The MICRO-ISOLATOR is, in other words, a protected microenvironment within any insect-controlled macroenvironment.

MICRO-ISOLATOR units, fabricated of autoclavable plastic material, are now available for mice, rats, hamsters, and guinea pigs.
The Service Cart

The service cart completes the MICRO-ISOLATOR System by simplifying the movement of all necessary supplies to the laminar flow workbench for servicing the MICRO-ISOLATOR units.

For More Information

Write or call Lab Products, Inc., 255 West Spring Valley Avenue, P.O. Box 808, Maywood, New Jersey 07607 or complete the coupon. Phone 201/843-4600 or 800/526-0469.

The STAY-CLEAN Laminar Flow Workbench

Whenever a MICRO-ISOLATOR unit is being serviced (that is, when animals or the contents of the unit are being manipulated), these activities must take place within a Class 100 environment. The STAY-CLEAN Laminar Flow Workbench is a specialized unit developed for such cage and animal manipulation. It has been designed to achieve two goals: (1) to prevent ambient contagion from entering the workbench and any of the components, and (2) to limit the escape of animal dander and other particulate matter from the work area.

The STAY-CLEAN Laminar Flow Workbench is compact, moveable, and includes state-of-the-art monitoring instrumentation to assure proper operation.
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lab products inc

a Medline company

Lab Products, Inc.
255 West Spring Valley Avenue
P.O. Box 808
Maywood, New Jersey 07607

I would appreciate:
☐ Your new MICRO-ISOLATOR System "Products, Principles, and Procedures Manual"
☐ Information on your other environmental control products.
☐ Your comprehensive catalog of animal housing and care systems and accessories.
☐ Seeing your local representative. Please call and set up an appointment.

Area Code Number Ext.

Name
Title
Organization
Address
Zip
Are You Sure... The Reagents Are Pure?

- Growth Factors
- Antibiotics
- Aprotinin
- Trypsins
- Insulins

Begin your experiments with peace of mind knowing that the reagents you receive from Novo BioLabs are the purest available. Our commitment to delivering the highest quality product saves you valuable time and money with a guarantee of contamination-free reagents. This commitment has made Novo BioLabs the world's largest producer and OEM supplier of enzyme and hormone products.

HIGHEST QUALITY AT THE LOWEST PRICE
Novo BioLabs' full line of Cell Culture Reagents are now available in individual sizes, still at low, manufacturer-direct prices.

For more information and a free brochure describing Novo BioLabs' full line of Cell Culture Reagents, contact:

Novo BioLabs

In U.S.A.
Novo Biolabs Inc.
33 Turner Road
Danbury, CT 06810 USA
Tel: (800) 344-6686 / (203) 790-2770

In Europe
Novo Industri A/S, Novo BioLabs,
Novo Alle,
DK-2880 Bagsvaerd, Denmark
Tel: +4529823333
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If advanced research were an art, this would be your palette

It is a masterwork of versatility, bringing all challenges within your reach.

It is the Olympus AHS—a rare fusion of comprehensive advanced research and photomicrographic capabilities. All performed with consummate ease and precision.

In its absolute mastery of photomicrography, the AHS defines a new genre—the photo-research microscope. Format selection is exhaustive, ranging from Polaroid to cine to 8"x10". Operations from focusing to exposure control are automated. Sophisticated technologies from a company renowned for photographic achievement provide unprecedented simplicity and performance.

To this impressive functional capacity, the AHS couples engineering of exquisite precision and optics of stunning clarity to give you the one thing a microscope must provide—superior vision.

The AHS Photo-research Microscope from Olympus—it will change the way you look at things.

For a hands-on demonstration, call toll-free: 1-800-448-5567. Or write for literature to Olympus Corporation, Precision Instrument Division, 4 Nevada Drive, Lake Success, NY 11042-1179.

In Canada: W. Cameron Co., Ltd., Ontario.

OLYMPUS
The Image of Quality

For information circle reader service number 173
For demonstration circle reader service number 174
Only NuAire brings the future of In-Vitro CO₂ Incubation to the Laboratory today with

- Automated MicroComputer Control Precision
- Exclusive InfraRed CO₂ Sensing
- Automated Backup Systems
- Future Growth

The IR AutoFlow Incubators from NuAire are the most advanced incubators on earth—tools for the modern laboratory professional in the most demanding environments.

The new IR AutoFlow has a Micro-Computer Based Control System that is programmable for precise control of chamber temperature, CO₂, and humidity+. The result is an optimum growth environment.

A New InfraRed CO₂ Sensor senses CO₂ exclusively, offering significantly better CO₂ stability and efficiency.

Automated Backup Systems of triple redundant temperature sensors, power fault tolerance, self diagnostics, and fail-safe gas shut-off—unique to the IR AutoFlow—provide increased assurance of long term reliability.

With the flexibility of available options, and planned expansion capabilities, the new IR AutoFlow Incubators from NuAire are today's choice for the future. And Nu-Aire stands behind these innovations with an impeccable reputation for quality and dependability.

For a detailed look at the features and benefits of the new IR AutoFlow Incubators, call Toll Free for a free color brochure, 1-800-328-3352.

Consider the IR AutoFlow Incubators from NuAire carefully. Then put the future at your fingertips.

Put the Future at Your Fingertips
What you see is not all you get.

When you look at FPLC® System, you see a first-class tool for high-performance separation of large biomolecules. But what you see is not all you get.

When you buy FPLC, you get the benefit of more than 30 years of experience in protein separation; the security of knowing thousands of FPLC Systems are in place around the world; our promise of continuous new development.

You also get access to handbooks and workshops on new techniques and methodologies developed both in our own labs and in partnership with the research and industrial community worldwide.

Who better to support your instruments, columns, media and software than the one supplier that produces all of its own components? Reliability is our trademark. If you need advice, you know where to call.

Rest assured that FPLC is flexible enough to meet future demands. It can be as unique as is your requirements. Scale-up, if needs require, from micrograms to grams.

And FPLC offers the possibility of full automation. That means multi-step and multi-sample chromatography with column switching. Clean the columns without changing them. Program FPLC on the basis of either time or volume, greatly simplifying your method development, and store up to 50 methods for future recall and use.

Contact your local representative and ask to see FPLC System. We think you'll agree that it offers a great deal more than meets the eye.

We help you manage biomolecules.

Pharmacia
Pharmacia LKB Biotechnology
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Intracellular Ca$^{++}$
...and a whole lot more.
A lot faster, and a lot more precisely.

DMX-1000™
Multiparameter Cation Measuring Spectrofluorometer

But we said there's a whole lot more.
Because the DMX-1000 is based on SLM's industry standard T-Optics™ format and includes a powerful Translator Command Module, it's also perfectly suited for fluorescence spectra, ratiometric measurements, photon counting, and polarization studies.

Available accessories let you expand the system's capabilities even further to include stopped-flow measurements of reactions, percent transmittance experiments for studying aggregation of cells in suspension, and more.

To top it off, the DMX-1000 exhibits stray light, throughput, crosstalk and signal-to-noise specifications that our competitors don't like to discuss.

There's even more...
But you'll have to talk to us. Contact your SLM representative, or call or write to us directly.
Fluorescent Probe Analysis

Announcing the addition of AT-based image analysis to Tracor Northern's Fluoroplex III. This offers a lower cost method of intracellular cation analysis in cell and cell colonies.

Tracor Northern

Tracor Northern, Inc. a subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
2551 West Beltline Highway  Middleton, Wisconsin 53562-2697
Telephone (608) 831-6511  FAX (608) 836-7224
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The last thing you need is faulty reagents.

Good research is difficult enough to do. Let Inovar provide you with the best quality chemical and cell culture products available.

BIOCHEMICALS
Inovar Chemicals Division is the primary manufacturer of a diverse line of specialty biochemicals for research and pharmaceutical use. Unique synthesis capabilities include indigogenic and other colorimetric reagents, thyroid hormones and stereoisomers via stereoselective reductions and separations.

- Indigogenic Enzyme
- Stereo-Specific Chemistry
- Steroids
- Reagents for
- Thyroid Hormones
- Biotechnology
- Biochemicals
- Custom Synthesis

BIOLOGICALS
Inovar Chemicals Division features its unique serum processing using ultracentrifugation and state-of-the-art sterile filtration and filling. This novel approach to biofluids processing results in substantially virus free products that insure the best cell growth possible.

- Cell Culture Products
- Complete Grace's Media / IPI-41
- Animal Sera
- Hormone Supplements
- Virus Purification
- Contract Cell Culture

For a free sample or technical back-up:
Call 1-800-782-2778
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Real Time Confocal Inspection of Living Tissue

Only with TSM! Only from Tracor Northern!

Carassius auratus live nerve cell, 60 x obj.

The TSM confocal light microscope from Tracor Northern is the only instrument of its kind which allows real-time observation and true optical sectioning of living tissue. Discover the power of confocal microscopy for your application. Call Tracor Northern or circle the reader service card today.

ChromatoChem, Inc.
2837 Fort Missoula Road
Missoula, MT 59801
Call toll-free: 800/426-7227
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Tracor Northern

Tracor Northern, Inc. a subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
2551 West Beltline Highway  Middleton, Wisconsin 53562-2697
Telephone (608) 831-6511  FAX (608) 836-7224
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Span the separation spectrum ultraspeed in one centrifuge—the new
from superspeed to low-end
SORVALL® RC-28S SUPRAspeed®!

This new SUPRAspeed® centrifuge is in a class by itself. It sets new standards in versatility, economy, ease of operation and safety:

VERSATILITY: A SPECTRUM OF APPLICATIONS
Instead of using both a superspeed and an ultraspeed centrifuge for multi-step separations, now you can run a spectrum of isolations in one instrument—the RC-28S. A top force of 100,000 x g makes the SORVALL® RC-28S the most efficient instrument for antibody, DNA/RNA, enzyme, protein, lipoprotein, membrane separations, virus isolations, and much more. That's versatility.

ECONOMY: A SPECTRUM OF ROTORS
You can use all SORVALL® superspeed rotors from your existing inventory in the RC-28S. Or, select from a wide range of economical new SORVALL® fixed angle and swinging bucket SUPRAspeed® rotors. Free up your ultraspeed centrifuge for the longer, higher g-force work it was designed for by running your low-end ultra separations in the RC-28S. Ultraspeed separations at SUPRAspeed prices. That's economy.

EASE OF OPERATION: A SPECTRUM OF CONVENIENCES
Everything on the RC-28S has been designed for user convenience—from the new automatic rotor recognition system that sets optimum run conditions; to the 2x40 LCD display with multiple programming, RCF, and diagnostic messages. No more rotor codes to remember and enter; no more concern about proper seating of the rotor...the RC-28S takes care of it all. That's convenience.

SAFETY: A SPECTRUM OF PROTECTION BENEFITS
Because the sophisticated rotor recognition system of the RC-28S prevents any overspeed condition, your personnel and your capital investments are provided an extra measure of safety. Also, because the RC-28S can automatically enter optimum temperature, speed and acceleration/deceleration conditions, protection for your precious samples is assured. That's safety.


Working Knowledge in Biotechnology
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Announcing a unique RIA technology – it’s in closer proximity than you think

- No liquid scintillation cocktails required
- Time saving
- Cost saving
- Increased safety
- High performance

**Amersham Introduces Scintillation Proximity Assays**
- No separation of bound from free required
- Simple to use; convenient protocol
- Readily automatable

Full details on the theoretical and technical aspects of scintillation proximity assays are given in our technical booklet ‘Scintillation Proximity Assays — principles and practice’, available on request.

**Products available**

- **Generic reagents** — for the development of in-house assays
  - Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) reagent, anti-rabbit: RPN 140
  - Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) reagent, anti-mouse: RPN 141
  - Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) reagent, anti-sheep: RPN 142
  - Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) reagent, protein A: RPN 143

- **Assay systems**
  - 6-Keto-prostaglandin F₁₀ [³H] Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) system: TRK 952
  - Thromboxane B₂ [³H] Scintillation Proximity Assay (SPA) system: TRK 951
Precise, reliable and reproducible injections—cell after cell.

AIS Microscope Systems. From Carl Zeiss.

The AIS Microscope Systems from Carl Zeiss make microinjection into living cells easier and more reliable than ever before due to computer control of the injection procedure. The microscope system is operated via a functional software menu; all parameters are entered by means of the graphic overlay on the TV monitor.

The injection program enables fast, precise axial injections with a high injection rate of up to 2000 cells an hour—with maximum protection of the cell. There is no difficulty in continuing interrupted injection tests or performing multiple injections into a single cell. This guarantees standardized and stabilized conditions for injection experiments. Even complex functional analyses are possible in the shortest time possible—with maximum reproducibility and therefore reliable statistical results at all times.

The AIS Microscope Systems from Carl Zeiss are the perfect answer to microinjection requirements in cytological, physiological, molecular-biological and genetic research in biology, medicine and pharmacology.

For the full story, contact your Zeiss dealer. For the name of the nearest dealer, call the Microscopy Department at (914) 681-7755.
ANOTOP® 25 Plus 0.1 μm filters are designed to remove Mycoplasma from tissue culture media and sera.

ANOTOP Plus 0.1 μm syringe filters have been shown in independent tests to remove Mycoplasma*. 10 ml of each of three common human Mycoplasma (M. hominis, M. salivarium, M. fermentans) and two common contaminants of fetal calf serum (M. arginini and Acholeplasma Laidlawii) at a concentration of 10⁶ organisms/ml were filtered through ANOTOP Plus filters at 75 psi. No Mycoplasma could be cultured from any of the filtrates.

*99.99% or greater removal efficiency observed.

For more information and the name of the ANOTEC distributor nearest you, call 1-212/751-3770 or write:

Anotec, Inc.
226 E. 54th Street
New York, NY 10022
FAX: 1-212/751-0191

At Synthecell,
We Foresaw the Need...
and Responded

Introducing
S-OLIGOS
Anti-Sense DNA
for Experimentation in Living Cells

S-OLIGOS ARE SULFUR DERIVATIZED OLIGONUCLEOTIDES.
CHARACTERISTICS - • MORE CELL PERMEABLE
• RESISTANT TO NUCLEASES
RESULT - • REPLICATION, TRANSCRIPTION AND TRANSLATION SIGNIFICANTLY BLOCKED

FOR A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON S-OLIGOS, OR INFORMATION ON OUR OTHER OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PRODUCTS, PLEASE CALL

1-800-336-7455
SYNTHECELL
SYNTHECELL
SYNTHECELL
SYNTHECELL
SYNTHECELL

2096 Gaither Road, Rockville, MD 20850 USA
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FUDAN INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON NEW FRONTIERS OF GENETICS
September 10-14, 1989, Bao-Long Hotel, Shanghai, China.
Organizing Committee - C.C. Tan (Honorary Chairman), S.D. Kung (Chairman), C.H.Y. Chu, (Vice Chairman), Program Committees: Recent Advances in Drosophila Genetics; B. Judd, Chairman; New Approaches to Human Genetics, E.H.Y. Chu, Chairman; Impact of Genetics and Genetic Engineering on Agriculture: R. Wu, Chairman; Microbial Genetics and Molecular Evolution: J.T.F. Wong, Chairman; Local Arrangements: J.L. Xue, Chairman.
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The graphs above were sent to us by our customers. They were created using Sigma-Plot, the leading PC software for the production of publication-quality charts and graphs for scientists. Sigma-Plot graphics have been published in literally hundreds of scientific journals, including Science and Nature. And it's no wonder, because Sigma-Plot is designed to create graphs the way you want to your specifications. It includes essential scientific features:

- Automatic error bars
- Multiple plots per page
- Polynomial curve fitting
- Log, semi-log, linear scales

Jandel Scientific

Over 12,000 leading Scientists are using Sigma-Plot!
How in the world can you discover subtle changes in genetic expression?...

...With PDI — That's How!

We can give you the answer.

If you work with 2-D gels in the life sciences, then you need to know which proteins are being induced, repressed, phosphorylated and glycosylated. And you need to know when they are changing. PDI can help. We've taken the empirical art of 2-D electrophoresis and made it a more precise science by creating the only total system of analytical gels services, software, and instruments to reduce biological information to useful, manageable data.

We can quantify the changes in your cells and tissues.

Whether you run 2-D or not, we can give you the answers you need to make discoveries. With PDI, you get the benefit of years of gel running experience linked to software development devoted to quantifying and reducing biological data to answers you can use.

The marriage of 2-D Electrophoresis and computer-assisted analysis.

Our instrument system, the Discovery Series™, does the tedious work and frees you for the creative and intuitive processes that lead to breakthroughs. That's the power of PDI; the power to illuminate, amplify. You no longer need to reinvent the wheel every time you run an experiment with hormones, growth factors, neurotransmitters, drugs.

Proven in top labs and by over 90 publications.

Don't take our word for it. Over 90 publications world-wide testify to the value of PDI's partnerships with world's leading scientists. Clients from Cal Tech, Columbia University, The Pasteur Institute, The University of Penn., UCSF, Harvard, and leading pharmaceutical companies have used gel services and/or the systematic analysis of global changes occurring in biological systems. And it's more affordable than you think! As with all our services, you can buy or lease the entire system — or you may send your samples to us and use our system on a low-cost service basis. Either way, we give you the answers. You make the discoveries.

Call or write for our latest "Product & Services Guide" shown here and for more information.

Use the Power of The Discovery Series™

Our latest version of The Discovery Series™ is the most powerful, the most user-friendly and the most customer-proven system available anywhere for

The Thrill of Discovery

(1) 800-777-6834
405 Oakwood Road, Huntington Station, NY 11746 (516) 673-3939, Fax: (516) 673-4502
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THE GENETICS AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY OF ARABIDOPSIS
Indiana Molecular Biology Symposium IV
October 12-15, 1989
Presented by the
Institute for Molecular and Cellular Biology
at Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana

A symposium devoted to recent developments in the genetics and molecular biology of Arabidopsis thaliana.

Speakers include:
Gerry Fink (Keynote Speaker)
Chris Somerville
Mike Sussman
Elliot Meyerowitz
Harry Klee
Ruth Finkelman
Fred Ausubel
Joe Ecker
JoAnne Chory
Ken Feldman
Bill Ogren
Mike Thomashow
Ken Poff
Maarten Koornneef
Eric Richards
Pete Snustad
Robert Masterson
Howard Goodman


For information and application, write to: Director, Institute for Molecular and Cellular Biology, Jordan Hall 322A, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47405.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY

NEW SCIENTIFIC PERSPECTIVES

New in 1989
IMPACT of Computing in Science and Engineering

MANAGING EDITOR
Peter Deuflhard
Konrad Zuse Center, Berlin
Federal Republic of Germany

Interdisciplinary in nature, this new journal focuses on articles from the areas of mathematical and scientific modeling, scientific computing, computer science, and scientific and engineering applications.

Volume 1 (1989), 4 issues
ISSN 0899-8248
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $80.00
All other countries: $92.00

New in 1989
Journal of X-Ray Science and Technology

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Larry Knight
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Designed to provide scientists and engineers with a single literature source covering new developments in the field of x-ray imaging and analysis techniques, this journal reports original research and timely reviews of the best technical and esthetic quality.

Volume 1 (1989), 2 issues
ISSN 0899-3988
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $50.00
All other countries: $56.00

New in 1988
Biomedical and Environmental Sciences

EDITORS
Chen Chunning
Chinese Academy of Preventive Medicine, Beijing, China

Frederick Coulston
White Sands Research Center
Alamogordo, New Mexico

MANAGING EDITOR
Frank C. Lu
Miami, Florida

This international journal, with special emphasis on scientific data and information from China, publishes regular articles, review articles, and important reports dealing with biologic and toxic effects of chemicals, drugs, natural products, and physical agents on man, plants, and animals.

Volume 2 (1989), 4 issues
ISSN 0899-3988
In the U.S.A. and Canada: $100.00
All other countries: $112.00

Sample copies and privileged personal rates are available upon request. For more information, please write or call:

ACADEMIC PRESS, INC., Journal Promotion Department
1250 Sixth Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101, U.S.A. (619) 699-6742

All prices are in U.S. dollars and are subject to change without notice.
For 38 years the AAAS–Westinghouse Science Journalism Awards have recognized outstanding reporting on the sciences and their engineering and technological applications, excluding health and clinical medicine. Awards honor science reporting in newspapers and general circulation magazines and on radio and television.

Entries are judged on the basis of their initiative, originality, scientific accuracy, clarity of interpretation, and value in promoting a better understanding of science by the public.

Five awards of $1,000 each are made in the categories of: newspapers with daily circulation of over 100,000, newspapers with circulation of under 100,000, general circulation magazines, radio, and television.

The 1989 Awards will be presented at the National Association of Science Writers’ banquet during the Annual Meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in New Orleans, February 15–20, 1990.

The Awards are administered by the American Association for the Advancement of Science under a grant from the Westinghouse Foundation.

For further information and entry forms, contact the AAAS Office of Communications, 1333 H Street, NW, Washington, DC 20005, or call (202) 326-6440.
JOIN FISHERBIOTECH™ IN A UNIQUELY BENEFICIAL RELATIONSHIP...
Of all the sellers in the market, FisherBiotech is uniquely capable of working with you to help make your work more productive. Symbiosis to us means a mutually beneficial ongoing exchange of ideas and information, not merely a commercial exchange of purchase orders and purchases. Symbiosis means watching your work in progress and our products in use. Anticipating your needs and adapting our services to meet them. Understanding your problems and implementing hands-on solutions. And developing advanced products to help your work advance.

Our motives are not selfless. FisherBiotech plans to grow symbiotically with biotechnology—because we offer unique contributions to accelerate that growth.

All the essentials of biotechnology...
One single source can furnish all the biotechnical tools you need, from reagents, enzymes, labelling and packaging systems for molecular biology... ultrapure raw materials and efficient mechanisms for DNA synthesis...antibodies and detection systems of all types...complete systems and supplies for electrophoresis... basal media, antibiotics, vitamins, and process controls for cell culture—over 3,000
products in all, with more added every week.

...and the skills essential to applying them
FisherBiotech sends our biotechnologists to work with your biotechnologists. Our Biotechnology Specialists, the largest dedicated force in the field, carry the best credentials and speak your language fluently. That promotes symbiosis, not just sales.

Quality is as critical to our results as it is to yours.
Biotechnology imposes unforgiving standards. So all FisherBiotech suppliers undergo stringent product evaluations, and must meet or exceed our Quality Assurance standards before we distribute their products. With nearly a century of manufacturing high quality reagents, Fisher-Biotech knows how to assure consistent purity. Our product assays — and our customers results — speak for themselves.

The new products of symbiosis
FisherBiotech introduces what you need by understanding firsthand what you need to know. Your problems stimulate our product development — for instance: new peptides... more efficient electrophoresis systems... new scintillation cocktails... and higher yield cell cultures, among others.

Delivery systems that help you deliver results
Instantaneous computerized ordering. Express shipments from massive inventories. Expert answers with one toll-free call. The convenience and economy of Fisher Scientific as the source for everything your lab needs. Fisher service lets you spend less time obtaining products, and more time using them productively.

Choose a supply house— or a symbiotic relationship.
Supply houses sell to you. FisherBiotech works with you. The benefits will be as unique and mutual as the relationship. For additional information, contact your Fisher Biotechnology Specialist or local Fisher Scientific Representative.

Symbiosis with Molecular Biology... Immunology... Electrophoresis... Cell Culture... Biochemicals

FisherBiotech
Fisher Scientific
Excellence in Serving Science... Since 1902
HIV-1 ENVELOPE, REVERSE TRANSCRIPTASE AND CORE ANTIGENS

MicroGeneSys has what you've been looking for... highly purified, biologically active HIV-1 proteins.

MicroGeneSys' recombinant HIV-1 proteins are:

- Greater than 95% pure
- Biologically active
- Full-length and non-denatured
- Glycosylated (gp160 and gp120)
- Supplied in Tris-buffered saline; no carrier proteins or azides
- Suitable for use in Western blot, ELISA, CD4 binding assays, functional studies or antisera generation
- Packaged in 1 ml vials at 100 µg/ml

For additional information, contact:

MicroGeneSys
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS
400 Frontage Rd., West Haven, CT 06516
Toll-Free (800) 541-8315; in CT (203) 932-2010

The Reconstruction of Disturbed Arid Lands: An Ecological Approach
Edited by Edith B. Allen, Systems Ecology Research Group, San Diego State University

In recent years, ecological considerations have played an important role in the reconstruction of arid and semiarid lands that have been disturbed by grazing, fire, wood harvesting, drought, mining, or other causes.

This book uses a multidisciplinary approach in discussing the structure and functioning of a variety of native and self-perpetuating ecosystems as well as the diverse methods used in the revegetation process.

$38.50; AAAS members $30.80 (include membership number from Science). 268 pp., 1988. AAAS Selected Symposium 109.

Order from: Westview Press, Dept. AAAS, 5500 Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301. (Add $2.50 postage and handling for the first copy, 75 cents for each additional copy; allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.)

Published by Westview Press for AAAS